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PART I. SECONDARY SPECTRA

1. INTRODUCTION

The ideal diffraction grating would be one which is free from all
errors of ruling and in which the shape of the ruled groove is such
that all the light is concentrated in a single spectrum. No such
perfect gratings have ever been produced, although some very
excellent instruments have been made and used since the epoch
making work of Prof. Rowland. These instruments have con-
tributed so enormously to the advance in spectroscopic knowl-
edge, that it seems almost disrespectful to mention the errors
into which they sometimes lead spectroscopists. However, there
are at least two considerations in the use of diffraction gratings
which call for extreme care and watchfulness to avoid spurious
results.

One of these arises from the presence of different orders of
spectra which overlap. This superposition of spectra has caused
some spurious results' and it is probable that false data from this
cause are even more abundant than has been admitted or exposed

* Published by permission of the Director of the Bureau of Standards.
1Hale, Explanation of a Supposed Abnormal Solar Spectrum, Astroph. Jour. 46,

p. 291; 1917.
Walters, B. S. Bulletin 17, p. 173; 1921, Wave-Lengths of Antimony by Kretzer,

Zeit. f. wiss. Phot., 8, p. 56; 1910.
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thus far. This difficulty which is inherent in the principle of the

diffraction grating when the characteristics of the groove are such

as to distribute the light among spectra of different orders can

either be avoided by a careful choice of filters to remove over-

lapping orders, or the spurious lines can be detected by simple

numerical relationships which they bear to the true spectra.

The second pitfall in the use of diffraction gratings has its

origin in the periodic errors of ruling which are perhaps inevitable
in machine made instruments. Errors from this source are not

uncommon in spectroscopic literature2 and more of them may

exist than are now apparent. Spurious spectral lines arising
from periodic ruling errors may also be regarded as superposed

spectra of various orders, produced however by a secondary
grating or gratings with different instrumental constants. In

complex spectra such false lines or "ghosts" are indistinguishable

from real lines and may occur in all regions of the spectrum with

intensities equal to those of the fainter real lines. They can be

identified only by their more or less complex numerical relation-

ships to the true or parent lines, and can be predicted only if the

constants of the superposed gratings are known. Although the

superposed secondary spectra are usually much inferior to the

primary spectrum in intensity they may nevertheless put in

unexpected appearance and cause considerable embarrassment

especially when unsafe filters are used or when long photographic

exposures are made to record spectra in the ultra-violet or infra-

red extremes of the spectrum.
A large concave grating which has been used for infra-red spec-

trum investigations at the Bureau of Standards since 1915 was

found in 1919 to give types of secondary spectra, which had not

been observed heretofore. This happened during an investigation

of the spectrum of chromium when it was observed that strikingly
characteristic groups of red lines were reproduced at several

points in the infra-red. The ratios of these apparent wave-lengths
to the real ones were then determined and applied to work pre-

2 Kayser, Handbuch der Spectroscopie, I, p. 448.

Meggers and Kiess, B. S. Bulletin, 14, p. 637; 1918. Note added April 16, 1919,

p. 651.
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FALSE SPECTRA

viously done with- this grating. Many lines already published
for iron, nickel and cobalt3 were found to be related to lesser
wave-lengths by these ratios as was stated in the note added to
that paper on April 16, 1919 (loc. cit., p. 651). This experience
persuaded us to make a careful and thorough investigation of
false spectra from diffraction gratings, a preliminary report4 of
which work was presented in Sept., 1919: The completed results
from the study of 4 large concave gratings are presented in the
present paper.

2. TYPES OF SECONDARY SPECTRA

The secondary spectra or ghosts produced by diffraction
gratings with periodic errors in ruling are of two kinds. Those
first observed by Quincke5 in 1872 are now commonly known as
Rowland ghosts. They occur in pairs symmetrically placed on
opposite sides of the true spectral line and relatively near this
parent line. Their symmetrical positions and proximity to the
real line make their recognition easy in simple spectra, but in
complicated spectra they may be interspersed among other real
lines and often coincide approximately with some of the latter
thus leading to erroneous results for the position and intensity of
the true spectral lines. The separations of the Rowland ghosts
from the parent lines are readily deduced from the characteristics
of the ruling engine since these secondary spectra originate in a
secondary grating whose spacing is a function of the pitch of screw
of the ruling machine. Thus a grating ruled with 20 000 lines per
inch on a machine having a screw of 1/20 inch pitch and 1000
teeth in the wheel which turns the screw, will show periodic errors
at intervals of 1/20 inch or 1000 lines. This periodicity really
constitutes a second grating superposed upon the first and possess-
ing 1000 times the spacing constant of the first, i.e., a grating with
20 lines per inch is superposed on a grating with 20 000 lines per
inch. The first order secondary spectral image will therefore be
separated from the primary line by 1/1000 the wave-length of this

3 Meggers and Kiess, B. S. Bulletin, 14, p. 637; 1918.
Meggers, Kiess and Walters, Pub. Am. Astron. Soc., 4, p. 101; 1920.

6 Pogg. Ann., 146, p. 1; 1872.
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line and successive higher orders of ghosts will be separated from
2X 3X

each other by the same amount or by -, - , etc., from the

primary spectrum line of wave-length X. Similarly, gratings ruled
7500 lines per inch with a screw of 1/20 inch pitch and skipping
every other tooth of 750 in the wheel will produce ghosts at positions

X 2) 3X
-, X, _ , etc. In the same way that different orders of the

35375 375
primary spectra may differ in intensity, the various orders of
these secondary spectra may show wide differences in relative
intensity, some being absent or very weak compared to others.
The theory of these secondary spectra was discussed by Rowland
who deduced that the intensity of the first order ghosts is propor-
tional to the square of the order of the primary spectrum and to
the square of the relative deviation from the ruled spacing of the
primary grating.

Another type of secondary spectra or spurious lines was first
described by Lyman6 and are now referred to as Lyman ghosts.
They occur at wide intervals in the spectrum, at considerable
distances from the true lines and are therefore generally difficult to
distinguish from real lines in the same spectral region. The false
lines to which Lyman called attention were produced by Rowland
gratings with 14 438 lines per inch and occurred in pairs near posi-
tions in the spectrum corresponding to YA and 2 the wave-length
of true lines. Similar spurious lines have been found at the Bureau
ofj Standards in an investigation of Anderson gratings ruled with
5000 and 7500 lines per inch. In the cases of these gratings the
spurious lines appeared in groups, generally quadruplets near

2X 3X 4 67X X 9Xpositions corresponding to -, -, -,, -) , 8, and -. The
5'5 5 5 5' 5

origin of these types of secondary spectra has never been satis-
factorily explained. Lyman attempted an explanation, suggested

by Runge, to account for lines near X and 2 but it was not
3 3

definitely shown thatthe suspected periodic errors of ruling had
any relation to the actual errors expected from the method of

S Phy. Rev., 12, p. 1, 1901; 16, p. 257, 1903.
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FALSE SPECTRA

ruling. Furthermore, the positions of these Lyman ghosts were
generally in the extreme ultra violet or Schumann region where
suitable wave-length standards were not available and the posi-
tion or wave-length measurements were therefore not precise
enough to test or develop any complete theory.

The investigations conducted at the Bureau of Standards
resulted in fairly precise measurements of the apparent wave-
lengths of the false spectra and some relations were found among
the apparent wave-lengths which it seemed might be traced to
certain known properties of the ruling engine used in the manufac-
ture of the diffraction gratings. Some of the diffraction gratings
used in this investigation will now be described and the experi-
mental results of the investigation will be given.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Four different diffraction gratings with radii of curvature
approximating 2112 feet (640 cm) were investigated for false or
secondary spectra of both types, i.e., Rowland and Lyman ghosts.
The instruments were set up in parallel light on the same mount-
ing which has been described previously.7 The results tabulated
below were all obtained photographically, various sources, ray
filters and photographic plates being used for different spectral
regions. Only a summary of the observations is given in this
paper. Further details and a complete record of the observa-
tional data will appear later in the Bulletin of the Bureau of
Standards.

(1) The first grating employed in this investigation was ruled
at the Johns Hopkins University by Dr. J. A. Anderson on May 1,
1912, and was tested by him on November 21, 1913. It received
the serial number 222 and is described as a "6-inch" grating with
a radius of curvature of 640 + cm. It has a ruled surface of 13. 3 X
7.5 cm and has 7500 lines per inch (299 per mm) or a total of
39800 lines. The characteristics of its spectra were given by Dr.
Anderson as follows:
Order of Spectrum 0 R L 2R 2L 3R 3L 4R 4L R 5L
Relative brightness X5890 4 2 8 3 2 3 4 3 2 2 1
Resolving power % of theoretical 90± throughout
Ghosts relative intensity Weak

7 B. S. Bulletin, 14, p. 371; 1917.
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F The various false spectra actually observed in spectrum investi-
gations with this grating, using the order of spectrum designated
as 1L, are summarized in the following table in which Xg represents
the apparent wave-length of a ghost related to the true wave-
length' X'by certain factors:

(a) Rowland ghosts for grating No. 222, 7500 lines per inch:
?g= (1 ±n/375)X

Relative intensities in primary spectrum of first order:
1t=0 1 2 3 4 5 6
i=5000 2 1- 1- 2 1- 1-

(b) Lyman ghosts for grating No. 222, 7500 lines per inch:

Group Wave-lengths Observed factors Intensity

- Looked for but not found. 0

2X X =(2/5-1/1500) X 0.399294 3
5 = Xg(2/5+4/1500) X 0.402640- 1

3X X=(3/5-4/1500) X 0.597312 1
5 1X,=(3/5+1/1500) X 0.600686 3

X,=(4/5 7/1500) X 0.795307 1-
4 X g(4/5-2/1500) X 0.798670 5
5 Xg=(4/5+3/1500) X 0.802002 2

Xg=(4/5+8/1500) X 0.805369 1

5X
Primary spectrum of real lines 100 000

Xg=(6/5-8/1500) X 1.194651 1
6X Xg=(6/5-3/1500) X 1.197995 2
5 Xg=(6/5+2/1500) X 1.201355 5

X, g=(6/5+7/1500) X 1.204705 1

Xg=(7/5-6/1500) X 1.396038 1
7x Xg=(7/5-1/1500) X 1.399367 10

5 Xg=(7/5+4/1500) 1.402710 3
Xg=(7/5+9/1500) X 1.405964 1

),g=(8/5-9/1500) X 1.594082 1
8X ?.g=(8/5-4/1500) X 1.597362 2
5 .A=(8/5+1/1500) X 1.600698 8

,g=(8/5+6/1500) X 1.604038 1

X,=(9/5-7/1500) X 1.795348 1-
9 X g (9/5-2/1500) X 1.798680 5
5 X,=(9/5+3/1500) X 1.802016 2

X,=(9/5+8/1500) X 1.805352 1



FALSE SPECTRA

The relative intensities of these spurious lines within each
group show some relation to their distances from the exact
nX .4X

- position. For example, in the - group, Xg= (5 -2/1500)X is
5 5
the strongest ghost, Xg= (45 ±3/1500) X is second in intensity and
the remaining two lines Xg = (45 - 7/1500) X and Xg = (5 +8/1500) X
are still fainter. Our methods of observing indicate that the

7- and 8X groups are the most intense, Xg=(7/5-1/1500)X
5 5

appearing most frequently in wave-length measurements and
Xg=(8/5+1/1500)X occurring very often.

The numbers assigned for intensities are estimated from the
inverse ratios of exposure times necessary to reproduce all to the
same photographic density. It is recognized that these numbers
are only rough approximations but they probably represent the
relative order of magnitude of the intensities. In general our
practice in the preparation of spectral tables has been to assign
numbers from 1 to 10 as representative of the relative intensity of
spectral lines, the strongest lines being called 10 and those just
visible in the measuring microscope are intensity 1. On this basis
most of the false lines have intensity values of 1 or 2.

Typical examples of the two types of secondary spectra given
by the grating described above are reproduced in Fig. 1.

(2) The second grating which was investigated for secondary
spectra was also ruled at the Johns Hopkins University in 1912.
It is referred to as No. 156-E-P since we received it in a box
bearing that number. Dr. Anderson has informed us that this
number belongs to a plane grating and suggests that the concave
grating which we describe was placed in the wrong box. Since
there is no way of determining the correct number of the grating,
we will retain the above questionable number for convenience in
referring to a concave grating of the following description. It
has 5000 lines per inch on about 6 inches of ruled surface, and the
radius of curvature is about 21 feet (640 cm). This grating was
ruled on the same machine as No. 222 described above, that is,
the ruling screw had 20 threads per inch and 750 teeth in the
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FIG. 1

False spectra: (a) Rowland ghosts, copper arc lines 5700.24 and 5782.14 A in 3rd order spectrum of

grating No. 222. The apparent wave-lengths of the spurious lines may be computed fromXg = (1+3 X3 75).

It is seen that those for n = 1 and it=4 are much brighter than the others. (b) Lyman ghosts, spurious
infra red lines from strong helium lines in the visible spectrum, Ist order of grating No. 222. The apparent
wave-lengths of the first group are approximately 6/5 of 6678.149 while those of the group at the right are
about 7/5 of 5875.618A.
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screw head of which every other one was omitted in ruling 7500
lines per inch and every third tooth was used in making 5000
lines per inch as in this case.

The Rowland ghosts were investigated in the first six orders of
primary spectra and the intensities of these on the scale of 1 to 10
are as follows:

(a) Rowland Ghosts for Grating No. 156-E-P
5000 lines per inch

n =order of secondary spectrum
- -g \ 250m J'M = order of primary spectrum- --

Relative n=0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
intensities

Ist order ......... 10 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2nd order ........ 10 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3rd order ........ 10 - 1+ 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
4th order ........ 10 2 0 0 2 1- 0 0 0
5th order ........ 10 3 0 0 3 1- 0 0 0
6th order ........ 10 3 0 1- 3 1- 1- 0 0

(b) Lyman Ghosts from Grating No. 156-E-P
5000 lines per inch

Group Wave Lengths Observed Intensity
Factors

x

2X
T

3X

4X

5X
5

6X

5

Not found

Not found

Xg=(3/5-4/1750) X
'g=(3/5+1/1750) X

xg=(4/5-2/1750) X
Xg=(4/5+3/1750) X

Primary spectrum of real lines

0.597702
0.600562

0.798850
0.801697

0

0

1
3

2
1

100 00

Not found
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Group Wave Lengths Observed Intensity
Factors

7X X= (7/5 - 1/1750) X 1.399397 1
5, =(7/5+4/1750) X 0

8X ?,= (8/5-4/1750) X 1.597700 2
5 AR = (8/5+ 1/1750) X 1.600565 5

9X X, = (9/5-2/1750) X 1.798781 1
5 Xg= (9/5+3/1750) X 1.801648 2

The first order primary spectra left and right given by this
grating were much brighter than the higher orders and both of
these first order spectra showed similar secondary spectra of the
above type.

(3) In addition to the above described gratings which were
ruled on a machine designed to rule a maximum of 15 000 lines
per inch, we have examined two gratings which were ruled at the
Johns Hopkins University on a different machine, designed to rule
a maximum of 20 000 lines per inch. Both were "6 inch" gratings
with radius of curvature of about 21 feet (640 + cm), but one of
them bearing the number 330 had 20 000 lines per inch while
the other, No. 65-331, had 10 000 lines per inch. Rowland ghosts
were observed in several orders of primary spectra for each of these
gratings, but neither of them showed any secondary spectra of the
Lyman type which we were able to observe. The observations of
secondary spectra of the Rowland type are summarized as follows:

(a) Rowland Ghosts for Grating No. 330
20 000 lines per inch.

Relative intensities in first order primary spectrum:
n=0 1 2 3 4 5 6
i =10 1+ 0 1- 0 0 0

Relative intensities in second order primary spectrum:
n=0 1 2 3 4 5 6
i=10 3 1 2 0 0 0
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FALSE SPECTRA

(b) Rowland Ghosts for Grating No. 65-331
10 000 lines per inch.

( 500 m)

Relative intensities in first order primary spectrum:
n= 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
i-10 2 1 1- 0 0 0 0 0 0

Relative intensities in second order primary spectrum:
n= 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
i =10 4 3- 1.5 1- A 1- 1 1- 0

Relative intensities in third order primary spectrum:
n= 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
i =10 5 3 2+ 1 2+ 1 1+ 1 1- 1

4. DISCUSSION

The theory of imperfect gratings has been dealt with by many
writers;8 but these theoretical investigations are confined for the
most part to ideal combinations of gratings, emphasize the dis-
tribution of intensity in the spectral images, and have little prac-
tical value in assisting a worker to detect and eliminate false
spectra from his experimental results. No theory thus far
advanced explains in a satisfactory manner the possible xistence
of false lines occurring at considerable distances from the parent.
It seemed probable that an experimental study of the false spectra
would make it possible in certain cases to indicate just what the
constants of the secondary gratings must be and thus give clues
as to the origin of the periods which actually occurred in the
process of ruling the grating. Our experimental results were
transmitted to Prof. Carl Runge, who promptly furnished a
complete analysis which explained the Lyman ghosts as due to a

8 Pierce, Ann. J. Math., 2, p. 330; 1879.
Rowland, Phil. Mag., (5), 35, p. 397, 1893; Astronomy and Astro-physics, 12, p.

129, 1893; Physical Papers, p. 525.
Rayleigh, Coll. Papers, l, p. 415; III, p. 37.
Cornu, Comptes Rendus, 116, p. 1215; 1893.
Lyman, Phy. Rev., 16, p. 257; 1903.
Michelson, Astroph. J., 18, p. 298; 1903.
Kimbal, Phil. Mag., (6), 6, p. 30; 1903.
Sparrow, Astroph. J., 49 ,-p. 65; 1919.
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double periodic error. His Theory of Lyman Ghosts is given in
detail in the paper which follows. In Prof. Runge's theory
assumptions are made as to the number of grooves in each period,
and both the spacing of the ghosts and their relative intensities
are thus accounted for. It was suggested that an examination
of the ruling machine might disclose the origin of these periodic
errors.

The problem was then transferred to Dr. J. A. Anderson who
ruled the gratings in question and who is most intimately ac-
quainted with the mechanical operation and vagaries of this grating
ruling machine. His discussion of Periodic Errors in Rling
Machines follows the paper by Prof. Runge. We are pleased to
express our appreciation for the interest which Prof. Runge and
Dr. Anderson took in this problem and we thank them for the
valuable assistance which they have given in unravelling the
mystery of false spectra from diffraction gratings.

In the interests of precision spectroscopy the writers wish to
warn all users of diffraction gratings against the false spectra of
different kinds which are no doubt produced by all such instru-
ments. There are only two ways in which spectrum tables are
protected from the intrusion of these spurious results. One
protection originates in the extremely low intensity of the second-
ary spectra from some gratings so that careful tests fail to detect
their presence, while the other way is to test all observed wave-
lengths of the less intense lines with ghost factors derived from
careful tests of the grating's performance. In either case it is
necessary to fall back upon a thorough examination of the grating.
This applies especially to spectrum investigations in the infra red
and extreme ultra violet where relatively long photographic
exposures to very intense sources are required. It may be assumed
that secondary spectra of strong lines of the visible spectrum are
always present in these out-lying regions and whether or not their
intensities are negligible can be determined only by rigid test.
For the visible and infra red regions a suitable method of testing
for Lyman ghosts is to make a long exposure to an intense mono-
chromatic source like the green line of mercury, the yellow line of
helium or the red line of cadmium. The usefulness of a grating
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for work in vacuum spectrographs for investigating the very
short waves should be tested by making a long exposure with
air in the apparatus while the grating is set so as to diffract to
the plate a portion of the primary spectrum for which air is
opaque. The importance of such tests has not been sufficiently
emphasized heretofore and we trust that this discussion of the
subject will put spectroscopists on guard against insidious spurious
results of the various kinds which may be given by diffraction
gratings.

BUREAU OF STANDARDS

WASHINGTON, D. C.

PART II. THEORY OF LYMAN GHOSTS

The Lyman ghosts can .be explained satisfactorily by the
superposition of two. periods, a large one and a small one, the
former not being a multiple of the latter. They are different
from the period corresponding to one revolution of the screw
and must arise from some other periodic arrangement in the
machine. What this is, an examination of the machine should be
able to tell.

For the grating No. 222, described by Meggers and Kiess in
Part I, assume the large period of 298 grooves so that the whole
grating is composed of a number of smaller ones of 298 grooves.
In each of these smaller ones suppose a periodic error repeated
every five grooves. The error need not necessarily be an error of
spacing, it may as well be a difference in the form of the five
grooves. The spectrum of a monochromatic light source of wave
length X produced by one of the smaller gratings will show the
direct image of the slit and the lines of the different orders. But
besides it will show ghosts corresponding to the period of five
grooves.

Let a be the mean difference of path of two light waves
issuing from the light source and reflected from one groove and
from the next and observed at a certain place of the spectrum.
Then 5 aX is the difference of path of two resultant light waves
reflected from one group of five grooves and the next group. This
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group of five grooves is repeated 59 times and we shall have the
59 resultant waves,

a cos (Ct27r)+a Cos( d+5a)2 7r+ .... +a cOs( d+58X5a)2r,

(in which c=the velocity of light and t=time) and the three
waves from the three remaining grooves. I shall assume that
these three grooves do not reflect or that the light reflected from
them may be neglected.

The amplitude A of the resultant of the 59 waves, as is well
known, may be represented in the form

A=a sin (2 9 5a7r)
sin (5 a r)

Now let the grating of 298 grooves be repeated n times; the n
waves reflected from them and examined at the same point of the
spectrum are:

A cos (2ir) +Acos +298 a)2 r+. . .+A cosQL+(n-1)298a) 2 r.

The amplitude of this grand resultant is:

A sin(itX298ar) sin(295Xar) sin (nX298ar)
sin (298ar) sin (5air) sin (298a7r)

"a" is also a function of a and depends on the quality of the
error in the ruling of the groups of five grooves and on the form
of these grooves. But for small variations of a we may treat "a"
as a constant. The intensity of the light at the examined point of
the spectrum is measured by the square of the amplitude. We
shall therefore find a considerable intensity only at those places

of the spectrum where neither of the two factors sin (295a7r) and
sin (a7r)

sin ( X 298a7r)sin (298ar) is very small relatively to its maximum.
sin (298ar)
The first factor is relatively small except where 5a is an integer

or nearly so, and the second factor is small except where 298a
is an integer or nearly so. A considerable intensity will therefore
only exist at those places where both 5a and 298a are very nearly
integers. The deviation of 298a from an integer must be some-
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what smaller than 1/n, for when the deviation is equal to 1/n
the denominator sin (nXair) will vanish. The deviation of 5a
from an integer for a similar reason must be somewhat smaller
than 1/59. Now let n be a number of times larger than 59. Then
we may say that 298a will have to be equal to an integer m, while
Sa may deviate from an integer v by something less than 1/59, or
a from v/5 by something less than 1/295. If the period of five
grooves be ill-defined the maxima of A2 will be broader. Say
that the zeros of A2 on both sides of the maxima will be filled up so
that considerable values remain on either side about as far as

v 2
a=-+ so that a may deviate to an amount somewhat less

than 2/295 from v/5 without A2 becoming very small. We shall
then observe lines at those places where 298a=m, m being an
integer for which m/298 may deviate from v/5 to an amount
somewhat less than 2/298, that is to say, an integer between the

limits v298 _ 2 and v298+2. These lines will appear to have the

wave lengths ' =a X.
In the following table the calculated line ratios V'/ X = m/298 are

compared with the observed line ratios.
The intensity of the line for which the deviation of a from v/5 is

the smallest ought in each group corresponding to the same value
of v to be the strongest, because this place in the spectrum is
close to the maximum of A2. But the intensities of the other
lines of the same group need not necessarily be in the order of
the deviation of a from v/5, as the value A2 may have secondary
maxima on both sides of a = v/5. The groups corresponding to
the different values of v may have different intensities owing to
the different values of "a" in different directions.

In the grating mentioned as No. 156-E-P by Meggers and
Kiess, the large period contains 348 grooves, while the small
period again consists of five grooves. The limits of the integer m

can here be reduced to 348 ± 1. Table 2 gives the calculated

ratios of wave-lengths inl comparison with the observed ratios.
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TABLE I

5 -
V | 5298±2 III a = /298 a observed obs OS- cal

57.6, 61.6

117.2, 121.2

176.8, 180.8

236.4, 240.4

296, 300

355.6, 359.6

415.2, 419.2

474.8, 478.8

534.4, 538.4

58
59
60
61

118
119
120
121

177
178
179
180

237
238
239
240

297
298
299

356
357
358
359

416
417
418
419

475
476
477
478

535
536
537
538

0.194631
0.197987
0.201342
0.204699

0.395973
0.399329
0.402684
0.406040

0.593960
0.597315
0.600671
0.604027

0.795302
0.798658
0.802013
0.805369

0.996644
1.000000
1.003356

1.194631
1.197986
1.201342
1.204698

1.395973
1.399329
1.402684
1.406040

1.593960
1.597315
1.600671
1.604027

1.795302
1.798658
1.802013
1.805369

0.399294
0.402640

0.597312
0.600686

0.795307
0.798670
0.802002
0.805369

principal
lspectrum

1.194651
1.197995
1.201355
1.204705

1.396038
1.399367
1.402710
1.405964

1.594082
1.597362
1.600698
1.604038

1.795348
1.798680
1.802016
1.805352

-35X10-6
-44X 10-6

-3X 106
+15X 10-6

+5X 10-6
+12X10-6
-lX 106

20X10-6
9X10-6

13X 10-6
7X10- 6

65X10-6
38X 10-6

26X 10-6
-76X 10-6

122X 10-6
47X 10-6
27X 10-6
liX10-6

46X10-6
22X 10-6
3X10- 6

-17X10-6
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TABLE 2

v V 348 1 m a = m/348 a observed obs. - calc.

68.6, 70.6

138.2, 140.2

207.8, 209.8

277.4, 279.4

347 ,349

416.6, 418.6

486.2, 488.2

555.8, 557.8

625.4, 627.4

69
70

139
140

208
209

278
279

348

417
418

487
488

556
557

626
627

0.198276
0.201149

0.399425
0.402299

0.597701
0.600575

0.798851
0.801724

1.000000

1.198276
1.201149

1.399425
1.402299

1.597701
1.600575

1.798851
1.801724

0.597702
0.600562

0.798850
0.801697

{ principal
spectrum

1.399397

1.597700
1.600565

1.798781
1.801648

+ 1X10- 6

-13X10-6

- 1X10-6
-27X10-6

-28X 10-6

- 1X10- 6

- 10X 10-6

-70X O-6
-76X 10-6

This is the same explanation that I gave to Mr. Lyman in 1902.
The plate he sent me showed his grating to have a large period
of 73 grooves and a small period of three grooves.

Notice that in the three cases:

1 Revol. Number of
Grating Large period Small period of screw teeth of screw

Grating No. 222 298 grooves 5 grooves 375 lines 750
Grating No. 156 348 " 5 250 " 750
Lyman's Grating 73 " 3 720 " 720

the large period contains two grooves less than a round number,
298+2=300, 348+2 =350, 73+2=75. These round numbers,
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300, 350, and 75, are each exact multiples of the associated small
period and may have something to do with the mechanism causing
the periods.

UNIVERSITY OF G6TTINGEN

PART III. PERIODIC ERRORS IN RULING MACHINES

1. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

For simplicity consider a machine like that of Professor Row-
land, good descriptions of which may be found in Baly's Spectro-
scopy, in Kayser's Handbuch der Spektroscopie, or in Physical
Papers of Henry A. Rowland.

Since one line of the grating is ruled for each complete revolu-
tion of the drive shaft, it will be convenient to call such a revolu-
tion a cycle. The number of teeth on the spacing wheel will be
denoted by N, the pitch of the screw by P, and the number of
teeth spaced per cycle K, where K in general is equal to unity,
but may be any other small whole number.

In each cycle the screw turns through an angle 2r the nut

which moves the grating carriage, advances parallel to the axis of
the screw and with reference to a fixed point on this axis by the

amount KP; and. if the screw does not move in a direction parallel

to its own axis with reference to the frame of the machine, the
grating carriage will advance along its way by the same amount

I. This quantity is the grating space and it will be denoted by
N

a. In an ideal grating a must be constant, but in practice this is
never.the case. It will therefore be necessary to consider how
much a may vary without interfering seriously with the quality
of the grating. For this purpose let the distance of any line n
from one edge of the grating, that is from the line n = 0 be denoted
by xn. In the ideal grating

xn=an (1)
While in actual grating
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There are two important special cases, which in any actual
grating will be found superposed, but which may be considered
separately:

(1) The values of en for different values of n are distributed at
random. Such errors may. be spoken of as accidental, and it will
be observed that the distance from one line to the next line will
differ from a by a quantity equal to er-er+,, which, since plus and
minus signs of e are equally probable will be often simply the
sum of the two e's. Now, according to a general theorem, a wave-
front is not seriously impaired by accidental variations in phase
provided these are smaller than 7r/2 or 14 of a wave-length. For
a reflection from a surface at normal incidence, this demands that
the errors in the surface should not be greater than Y of a wave-
length and in the case of a grating it will be seen that

er+er+i<X/8 or,

e.<X/16=roughly 1 inch or cm (3)
1 000 000 400 000

If accidental errors much greater than this are present, the
quality of the grating will surely be impaired. It will be observed
that as far as accidental errors are concerned the grating space
may vary as much as e in equation (3) without doing any great
harm.

(2) The values of e are periodic with a period N and may be
expressed as a Fourier series of the form

. 2Frn . 4 irn . 6 irnen=bsin - +csin +dsin -+ .(4)
N N N

As is well known, this type of error in a grating gives rise to ghosts
easily observable in a bright line spectrum. Due to the term

- 2irn
b-sin-p-, a line of wave length X will be accompanied by two ghosts

which in the spectrum of orders will occupy the position X 1 k)
and whose intensity is given by

Ig=Is 2 (5)
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aprovided b <-, r1 being the intensity of the line . Similarly the

term c sin 4i will give ghosts in the positions 1 + 2 and
N s

whose intensity is 'g =Io ( I )2 etc.

As it is desirable that the ghosts be not too strong, the condition
may be imposed that in the first order 1000 1g=, which sub-
stituted in (5) gives

b= a = a approximately.
99.4 100

Evidently the same value holds for c, d, etc. Since by formula
(5) the intensity of the ghosts varies as the square of the order,
the intensity in the fifth order spectrum is 1/40 of that of the
primary lines. If the periodic error be doubled, the intensity of
the ghosts becomes four times as great, in which case they would
begin to be troublesome, especially in the higher orders of spectra.
Hence, b, c, d, etc., should not be much greater than a/100. Since
this is also the value of e, in equation 2, it follows that, taking a=

I inch (or cm) the value of e,, comes out of the same
15 000 6000
order of magnitude as that given above the equation 3. In regard
to the constancy of a, however, the case under discussion differs
from that considered above. The greatest value of a will be given

by a + (de,,max or, considering only the first term on the right
dn

side of equation (4,)
deA 27ra+(Aa) = dn =a+-b (6)

max.=a+ dnj max. N

In Rowland's 15,000 machine, N = 750 and hence

(,Aa) max. =-b a approximately.
750 12 000

.4w7n 67rn
Corresponding to the terms c sin N , d sin-, etc., the values

of (Aa) 2would be 2a 3a p y
12 000' 12 000et.rspcily
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Ideal Rigid Machine. If all parts of the machine be regarded as
perfectly rigid, then from purely geometrical considerations it is a
simple matter to calculate how accurately the various parts must
be constructed in order that the spacing errors shall be within
the limits just derived. The only parts that need to be discussed
are those that are involved in the motion of the grating carriage,
for obviously no periodic errors are likely to be produced by the
ruling carriage since it completes a cycle in the ruling of each line.
These parts are: the spacing wheel; the thrust bearing; the pivots
of the screw; the connecting mechanism between the nut and
grating carriage; and the screw itself with its nut.

1. The Spacing Wheel. Let the radius of the wheel be r and
the distance between two teeth on its circumference be s. Then
if the spacing constant K is unity, the grating space a is given by

a=- P
27rr

Regarding s and r in turn as variables,
27rr 27rr2As=- Aa and Ar= -- Aa.
P sP

In Rowland's 15 000 machine r= 7 in, and P= 1/20 inch. Tak-

ing a= 1 inch, the value found for allowable accidental
1 000 000

errors, the value As= 1 inch will make these errors sufficiently
1140

small, whereas there is no difficulty in making As as small as
1

inch in practice. Periodic errors are likely to be introduced
10 000

by an eccentricity in the wheel and this is measured by Ar. Tak-

ing Aa = inch, Ar = - inch. There is no difficulty in
180 000 000 1750

centering the wheel so accurately that the error will be only a
fraction of this allowable amount. There remains then only
periodic errors in the spacing of the teeth on the circumference of
the wheel itself. Since a expressed in angular measure is 1728
seconds of arc, which corresponds to the grating space a, and

since a periodic error of amplitude a is relatively harmless it is
100
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seen that periodic errors having an amplitude of 17.28 seconds
are of little importance. There is no difficulty in reducing these
errors to about 1/10 of this amount. Hence the conclusion that
the spacing wheel presents no practical difficulties, is obvious.

2. The Thrust Bearing. As the screw rotates it will also move
parallel to its own axis, due to imperfections in the thrust bearing.
This motion is necessarily periodic, the period being one rotation
of the screw. The amplitude of this motion must be made less

than a and this can be accomplished as follows: A plate of some
100

hard material like ruby is worked and polished optically plane.
It is mounted on the end of the screw so that its normal is as

nearly as possible parallel to the screw axis. If the diameter
of the plate is not less than '4 inch this can be done to well

within 2 seconds of arc. A convex steel surface rigidly mounted

on the frame of the machine makes contact with this plate as
nearly on the axis of rotation as possible. This coincidence will

not be exact, but a departure of much more than 1/10 mm can
easily be avoided. The amplitude of the motion parallel to the
axis of the screw is then 1/10 mmXsin 2"=10-7 cm, about, or

about 1/40 of the allowable amount.
3. The Pivots of the Screw. If the axis of the pivots and the axis

of the screw do not coincide, the nut will move in a spiral path
instead of in a straight line, and since the axes can never be made
to coincide exactly, the path is always a spiral. It is desirable to
make the radius of this spiral as small as possible. This may be
accomplished as follows: when the screw has been ground and
polished it is mounted so that it can be rotated about the axis of
its pivots. A well-fitting nut is made to carry one plate of an
interferometer so adjusted that its reflecting face is parallel to
the axis of rotation, the other plate being mounted on the frame
supporting the bearings. The interference fringes are observed
as the screw is rotated. By correcting the pivots until no motion
of the interference fringes is observable, it is possible to reduce
the radius of the spiral to a small fraction of a wave-length of light.

4. The Connecting Mechanism between the Nut and Grating
Carriage. Since the spiral motion of the nut just discussed
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cannot be entirely avoided and since it is impossible to have the
axis of the screw exactly parallel to the grating-carriage way, it
follows that a rigid connection between the nut and carriage can
not be considered. In principle, the connection consists of two
flat'plates on the nut making contact with corresponding convex
surfaces on the carriage. The plane of the plates is as nearly
normal to the axis of rotation of the screw as possible. Since the
radius of the spiral described by the nut is so very small, it follows
that no appreciable periodic error is introduced here, assuming, of
course, that all parts are perfectly rigid. (In an actual machine,
where the parts are elastic and it becomes necessary to take
friction into account the case is very different, as will appear later.)

5. The Screw and Nut. Only two points need to be considered:
The axis of the screw must be straight, and its effective diameter
must be constant throughout the length actually used. Only the
first of these is of any importance for the case of periodic errors,
since variations in the diameter of the screw can only introduce
slow variations in the effective pitch.

In general if a screw is cut from a piece of well-annealed tool
steel and is ground and polished by a long nut, its axis will be so
nearly straight that the most refined interferometer method will
fail to reveal any curvature. The sensitivity of the interferometer
test may be deduced as follows: Let two nuts be mounted on the
screw with their centers a distance I apart; one interferometer
plate is mounted on each nut, and at a distance d above the axis
of the screw. Let R be the radius of curvature of the screw axis,
and let z be the maximum displacement of one plate with refer-
ence to the other in one rotation of the screw.

Then z=- or R=- (8)
R z

Taking z= 1 inch as easily observable, and d =1=6 in.,
500 000

it follows that R =36 X 106 inches or about 600 miles. A slight
curvature of the screw axis, if present, will produce a variable
spiral motion of the nut with reference to the grating carriage,
but no periodic error in its motion along the axis of the screw.
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(In the case of a screw and nut which have been fitted to each

other by grinding and polishing, there can, of course, be no
question of any periodic error in the screw threads themselves.
If, indeed, any such error be present, it must be of a very different
order of small quantities from those considered here.)

Given perfectly rigid materials, it is hence reasonable to say
that a machine could very easily be constructed which would
space lines with accidental errors less than 1/100 of a wave length,
and with no periodic errors as large as 1/500 of the grating space
(assumed as 1/15 000 inch). The intensity of the ghosts in, say,
the fourth order of a grating of this accuracy would be about
1/1600 of that of the spectrum line itself.

3. ACTUAL MACHINE. EFFECTS OF FRICTION

Since all materials are deformable it is necessary to take into
account the effects produced by forces due to friction, and as a
result the conclusions stated above do not apply to an actual ruling
machine. It is generally found that a machine which has been
built and adjusted so carefully that both accidental and periodic
errors ought to be less than 1/10 of the allowable magnitude will,
when tried, give errors so large that gratings ruled on it are prac-
tically of no value. To account for this is not difficult. Let the
force required to move the ruling carriage along its ways after
ruling has been in progress for a few hours be F. The time condi-
tion is important, for the force required to move the carriage
increases rapidly at first becoming constant only after several
hours of operation. The force F may be taken as a measure of the
elastic deformation of the parts lying between the thrust bearing
and the area of cQntact between the grating carriage and its way.
Beginning at the thrust bearing, these are, the part of the screw
between the nut and the thrust plate, the oil-film between the
threads of the screw and nut, the nut itself, the connection between
the nut and carriage, and the parts of the carriage. Given the
value of F, the deformation of some of the parts can be computed;
for example, if F = 40 lbs, as is usual with Rowland's 15 000
machine, the compression of the screw when the nut is at its middle
is about one half a wave-length of light. The deformation of the
connecting mechanism between the nut and carriage is consider-
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ably greater. The change in the oil-film is perhaps the most im-
portant and there is some evidence that this shows an appreciable
lag. The sum of the deformations of all the parts was measured
at various times, and was found to lie between five and ten wave-
lengths, depending upon the load on the carriage. If this quantity
be denoted by AX, then by Hooke's law,

AX=h F (9)
where is a quantity depending upon the nature of the parts
just mentioned, being a constant or nearly so for a given machine
in a given state of adjustment.

Since AX is of the order of 2a, and must remain constant within
a/100, it follows that during the ruling of any one grating F must
remain constant to about 1/200 of its value. Referring to para-
graphs 3 and 4, section II, it will now be clear that a very small
spiral motion of the nut, due to slight errors in the screw pivots,
may produce considerable periodic errors of spacing. For such
a spiral motion necessarily introduces a periodic variation in the
value of F in equation (9). Perhaps it is fair to say that an import-
ant part of the problem of ruling good gratings is the problem of
keeping F constant within a few tenths of one per cent of its
value.

4. PROBABLE ORIGIN OF LYMAN GHOSTS

Professor Runge has shown that Lyman Ghosts may be ac-
counted for analytically by assuming two periods, both of which
in general are shorter than the fundamental period N of the
machine. The same analysis would perhaps apply if the shorter
of the two periods be assumed to change its shape in a periodic
manner, thus introducing the second period required. The periods
which have been found experimentally up to date are given in
Table 1.

TABLE 1

No. Observer Grating Space Size of Grating Machine Periods

1 Lyman 14 438 Concave 1 meter 14 438 3 and 73
2 Meggets & Kiess 7 500 " 21 feet 15 000 5 and 298
3 Meggers & Kiess 5 000 " 21 feet 15 000 5 and 348
4 Anderson 15 000 " 15 feet 15 000 5 and 277
5 Anderson 15 000 " 1 meter 15 000 5 and 277
6 Anderson 15 000 " 1 meter 15 000 5 and 320+
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Observations Nos. 4, 5 and 6 have been made recently, using
three gratings belonging to the Mount Wilson Observatory. The
gratings used in observations 2 to 6 were all ruled by the writer
on Rowland's 15 000 machine, some time between Dec. 1911 and
August 1912. It will be observed that the period 5 is common to
all of these, but that the longer period is variable.

Observations Nos. 5 and 6 were made in such a way that a fair
estimate of the intensity of the Lyman Ghosts in terms of that of
the line giving rise to them could be made. With both of these

.gratings the intensity of the strongest Lyman Ghost is of the order

of 1 of that of the line itself. While formula (5) may not
50 000

apply exactly to this case, it will at least give the order of magni-

tude of the amplitude b which, by placing s= 1, gives b = 7. To
700

produce this error, F, in equation (9), would have to vary in a period

of 5 lines by only 1-.. of its value. Now, it happens that the
1400

driving belt of the 15 000 machine makes 2 revolutions for each
5 +cycles of the machine. The belt exerts an upward pull on the
machine which will vary somewhat if the belt is not uniform in
thickness, owing to the fact that the driving pulley is small, being
only two inches in diameter. This varying pull with its resultant
distortion of the frame of the machine may perhaps be sufficient
to cause the required change in F. If so the period 5 and its con-
stancy is accounted for. Slight variations in the length of the
belt due to stretching with use might explain the variations in the
length of the longer period.

The following quotation from a paper by Henry A. Rowland
is of interest in this connection. (Physical Papers, page 536):

"So sensitive is a dividing engine to periodic disturbance that
all the belts driving the machine must never revolve in periods
containing an aliquot number of lines of the grating; otherwise
they are sure to make spectra due to their period."

MT. WILSON OBSERVATORY
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